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This week Professor Siegel and I chatted with Jason Trennert, Managing Partner at Strategas Investment Partners. Our
conversation focused on the outlook for the U.S. and global markets. There Is No Alternative (“TINA”): A Global
Phenomena Jason sees the present situation of the developed economies as a foolish consistency. He characterized the
global equity environment from a framework he calls “TINA: There Is No Alternative,” a slogan first used by Margaret
Thatcher in the late 1970s in reference to economic liberalism. In an environment of incredibly low interest rates, the quest
for income should include equities. In one word, TINA. One powerful example is Germany, where bund yields are 10 basis
points (bps) and all stocks in the DAX Indexare currently yielding above that level. Jason pointed out that the same is true
for Japan. Institutions Still Underinvested in Japan Speaking about Japan, Jason believes the rotation into equity
markets is a result of abnormally low global bond yields. He believes fund flows may be in the early innings in some of the
global markets, where Japanese equities still are relatively underowned, whereas Europe has seen much more interest
from institutions. The trepidation toward Japan may be historical; many have been burned too many times and prefer not to
play the region. Valuations of U.S. Equity Markets Jason points to stock prices being a function of earnings and interest
rates. Because interest rates are so low and earnings are holding in, he continues to be (cautiously) bullish. He is not
particularly worried about valuations for the S&P 500 and thinks that profit margins are not going to regress to some 50-year
average, given that technology and the geographical makeup are considerably different from the past and should be
supportive of higher margins. Professor Siegel calculates that from a price-to earnings (P/E) perspective, the S&P 500 over
the past 60 years has had a 16x earnings multiple, and today that multiple is trading closer to 18x. Relative to interest rates,
we are still about 10% below what he considers fair value. Opportunities in Global Markets In the emerging markets
space, Jason sees India as the lone star among the BRIC countries. Indian prime minister Narendra Modi’s reform agenda
and the improvement in its economic figures have been very encouraging for the investor community. While he does not
see the environment for a hard landing in China, he finds that the easy policies of the government in trying to spread the
excesses around might be worrisome. In the U.S., both Professor Siegel and Jason believe that there is too much cash on
balance sheets, which is going to spur a lot of companies to look for investment targets and buyout opportunities. Jason
particularly focuses on a mid-cap buyout basket, where companies with low return on equity but above-average sales make
for attractive acquisitions. Green Shoots The present environment appears to suggest that consumer loans have taken a
jump, and so has money supply data. Jason is encouraged by both new orders that have been stronger and the slower
supply of deliveries, which suggest that manufacturing activity has picked up recently. In helping to restore confidence in the
financial markets, it is important that volatility settle down. He believes that the re-pricing of oil happened so quickly that
consumers have not been able to discount it into their spending plans. There is additional concern that these prices may be
transitory, and according to the permanent income hypothesis, it is tough for consumers to permanently increase their
spending. Additionally, Jason notes that people are starting to spend on experiences—going out to restaurants or travel—
rather than goods and durable products that require longer-term confidence. What to Make of General Electric Deal
Activist investors are hesitant to repatriate cash due to punitive corporate taxes. One exception to the rule is General
Electric (GE), which decided to repatriate $36 billion in cash held overseas1. This is an exception, not a rule. One
interpretation of the GE repatriation is that the company will ultimately invest the money in the U.S. However, Jason notes
that this view might be too optimistic. The market today appears to be rewarding immediate use of cash, such as share
repurchase and M&A, while capital expenditure (capex) is less rewarded. His team believes that GE also has some of the
best tax lobbyists in Washington and that the mere fact it has chosen to repatriate and pay taxes indicates that corporate tax
1GE
reform is dead for the next two years or more. Read the Conversations with Professor Siegel Serieshere.
announced its decision to repatriate $36 billion on 4/10/15.
Important Risks Related to this Article

Foreign investing involves special risks, such as risk of loss from currency ﬂuctuation or political or economic uncertainty.
WisdomTree and Foreside Fund Services, LLC, are not afﬁliated with Strategas Investment Partners. Several WisdomTree
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Funds hold General Electric (GE). Please visit wisdomtree.com for current holdings.
For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
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